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Reading Instructions
The references are shown as numbers between square brackets. Detailed information about
the works cited is presented in the References. The numbering of equations is of form (X.Y), where
X is the chapter number and Y represents the number of the entry in the chapter. Figures and tables
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1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the evolution of the wind energy in Europe, from the point where it was
considered only as a negative consumer, to the stage of being an important player on the
energy market. The constraints applied to grid connection of wind turbines and their
consequences on the inverter topology are reviewed shortly, with a larger focus on voltage
regulation. In the following, the need for a braking chopper and thermal monitoring of it is
explained. The third and fourth sections present an overview of the failure mechanisms in
Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBTs) and temperature modelling techniques for power
electronics. The chapter ends with a brief outline of the report.

1.1.

BACKGROUND

Over the last 30 years, the wind energy sector has evolved from a negligible alternative
solution to a major industry. The installed wind power capacity in Europe has grown from 100
[MW] in 1982 to 96.6 [GW] in 2012. The countries with the highest amount of installed wind
power are Germany (29.06 [GW]), Spain (21.674 [GW]), France (6.8G [W]), Italy (6.75 [GW]) and
United Kingdom (6.54 [GW]). Denmark is the seventh country with respect to the amount of
installed wind power, having a total installed wind power of 3.871 [GW]. [3]
1.1.1. TRENDS IN WIND POWER

MW of Newly Installed Power

Presently, wind turbines represent a market share of 6.5% from total energy production in
Europe, and it is predicted that it will grow to 14% in 2020 [4]. This growth is justified by both the
increase in energy consumption and decommissioning of non-renewable energy production. Figure
1-1 shows the evolution of newly installed power generation capacity per year and the market
shares of different adopted solutions, in Europe.

Figure 1-1. Evolution of Energy Production Growth in Europe [5]
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The power ratings of wind turbines have also increased drastically, from up to 50 [kW] in
1985 to 7 [MW] in 2009 [6]. In 2012, the world leader in wind turbine manufacturing, Vestas, has
designed the 8 [MW] wind turbine dedicated for off-shore and large scale wind power plants [7].
This rapid growth in power ratings has been fuelled by the technological advances. The
introduction of variable speed and variable pitch wind turbines with synchronous generators lead to
introduction of larger power turbines. After the development of doubly-fed induction generators for
wind turbines the viability studies concluded that wind turbines can be developed for up to 20
[MW]. Figure 1-2 presents the general structure of a wind turbine. [3], [4]

Figure 1-2. Wind Turbine Structure [8]

1.1.2. GRID CODES REQUIREMENTS
The continuous growth of installed wind power led the system operators to impose strict
regulations on the wind energy distributed generation units in order to keep in safe limits the
operation, stability and security of the grid. Present grid codes require renewable sources to behave
as much as possible like conventional power plants from the grid services perspective. Wind power
plants are required to provide similar services in terms of grid support, power quality, and dynamic
support and avoidance of disconnection during faulty operation. [9]
The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E)
defined a series of regulations that are applicable to all grid connected generator units, regardless of
voltage levels that they are connected to. The plants have the following operation requirements:
[10]


System management: production units should perform security analysis for present
and forecasted situations, availability analysis in power production and ancillary
services, information about temporary limitation, or to perform scheduled actions;



Frequency stability: power plants should provide the necessary control in order to
keep the demand and generation in balance;



Voltage stability: network operators have to advise the power production units to
supply reactive power in order to keep the voltage profile in balance;



System robustness: power plants have to be robust in case of any perturbation in the
power system;
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System restoration: after a disturbance the power plant has to restore the voltage
after a blackout or to operate in voltage control mode if it is technically feasible.

The typical features that are generally defined in grid codes for wind turbines are: [8]






Voltage Ride-Through, both for sags (Low Voltage Ride-Through – LVRT) and
swells (High Voltage Ride Through – HVRT) of different magnitudes are defined, as
a demand for WTs to withstand without disconnection for certain periods of time for
different magnitudes;
P and Q limits during fault and recovery;
Reactive Current Injection for voltage support during fault and recovery;
Active Power Restoration with limited ramp, during fault recovery.

The standard for voltage stability imposed by the Danish transmission system operator
Energinet.dk is presented in the following. The standard refers to wind turbines connected to grid
voltage above 100 [kV], and was published by Elkraft System and Eltra in 2004. [1]
As it can be observed in Figure 1-3, a wind turbine must be able to operate without power
reduction for small variations in the grid frequency (49.5 [Hz] to 50.5 [Hz] is considered to be the
normal operation margins) and for variations of the grid voltage between limits defined as full load
upper voltage UHF – for voltages above nominal, and full load under voltage ULF – for voltages
below nominal value. Over these limits, the constraints refer to the time necessary to operate
without power reduction, and the accepted reductions after the indicated period of time. [1]
The voltage limits are defined for different voltage levels, according to Table 1-1.

Figure 1-3. Dimensioning Voltages and Frequencies for Wind Turbines Connected to Danish Grid [1]
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Table 1-1. Voltages and Voltage Limits in the Transmission Grid [1]

Nominal Voltage,
UN

Lower Voltage
Limit, UL

400 [kV]
150 [kV]
132 [kV]

320 [kV]
135 [kV]
119 [kV]

Lower Voltage
Limit for FullLoad Range, ULF
360 [kV]
146 [kV]
125 [kV]

Upper Voltage
Limit for FullLoad Range, UHF
420 [kV]
170 [kV]
145 [kV]

Upper Voltage
Limit, UH
440 [kV]
180 [kV]
155 [kV]

Another aspect imposed for wind power plants is to remain connected after short circuit
faults. Three-phase short circuits for up to 100 [ms], two-phase short circuits of 100 [ms] followed
by another short circuit after 300-500 [ms] with a duration of also 100 [ms] and single phase short
circuit to earth of 100 [ms] with 300-500 [ms] time between shall be withstood by the wind farms
along with its compensation plants. [1]
1.1.3. MOTIVATION
Due to recent renewable power instalments, grid codes have been changed and presently
request from energy producers the capability of Fault Ride-Through (FRT). During this transient
state, the entire mechanism of a wind turbine is subjected to increased mechanical and electrical
stresses.
Given the fact that the electric system presents the highest failure rate in a wind turbine
(Figure 1-4), an increased interest is shown in the lifetime expectancy of the power converter
involved in the system.

Figure 1-4. Distribution of the average failure rates of the subassemblies in wind turbines [11]
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This continuous growth of installed wind power led transmission system operators to
consider wind farms as a major player on the energy market, and impose standards similar to
conventional power generation units. This means that voltage faults have to be withstood by the
turbine, and during short circuit the plant must provide reactive power to the grid. Figure 1-5
presents the FRT demands for such a plant.
Over Voltage withstand Profile
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1.2
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1.0
0.9
0.8
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0.4

Under Voltage withstand Profile
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Figure 1-5. Voltage vs. Time Profile during FRT [12]

During LVRT, the DC Link voltage of the converter rises due to the excess produced energy
that cannot be discharged into the grid. The excess has to be dissipated in order to protect the
capacitor bank, thus the converters are equipped with braking choppers, which are switched on if
the DC voltage exceeds safety limits.
The IGBT modules used in braking choppers are subjected to transient operations and
abnormal current levels. This operation profile subjects the transistors to high stresses that may lead
even to destruction of the device, as the temperature in the device can get higher than safe operation
limits.
In order to avoid destruction of braking chopper IGBTs, the need of information about
instantaneous junction temperature arises. As the operation regime is transient, there is interest of
having developed a technique that will allow wind turbine inverter manufacturers to limit the
number of paralleled transistors as much as possible, while avoiding physical destruction and
keeping the ability of FRT for same period of time.
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1.2.

OBJECTIVES

In order to understand the influence of IGBT parameters and importance of real time
monitoring, a study case will be carried out, in which the main failure mechanisms of IGBTs are
illustrated.
The main objective refers to the need of an accurate thermoelectric model that can estimate
the instantaneous temperature of the IGBT chip. The model must be able to substitute test systems
in order to determine stress limits of DUTs. Therefore, the main objectives in modelling are to:
-

Realize thermal loss models for all involved switching devices;

-

Realizing a thorough Cauer model of the involved components, based on physics of the
devices, in order to simulate the heat flow during operation;

-

Realize a thermoelectric model of the system that is able to simulate instantaneous
variation of device parameters, such as losses at different temperature levels, dynamic
forward voltage drops, and variable heat capacities of involved materials.

The second objective of the project is to design a test setup for single pulse testing of
FF1400R17IE4 (1400 [A], 1700 [V]) IGBT power module from Infineon. As the module is meant
to operate for short periods of time and high current densities, the design constraints are as
following:
-

The setup must provide up to 3000 [A] current for 3 [s] in short-circuit operation;

-

Due to short time operation, heat-sinks must be dimensioned in order to absorb all
dissipated heat;

-

The system must be dimensioned in such matter to minimize power consumption and
size.

In order to assimilate the state of the art in thermoelectric modelling, a study case on
existing modelling techniques for chip temperature estimation during transient operation must be
carried out.

1.3.

OVERVIEW OF FAILURE MECHANISMS IN POWER MODULES

The continuous development of wind turbine technology led to use of higher power
generators as variable speed drives. The energy that the generator produces is converted to the
parameters demanded by the grid using VSIs. As the demands in such drives are related to high
power handling combined with high switching frequencies, the preferred switching device is the
IGBT.
Although the IGBTs are appreciated for their robustness, the excess of electrical and thermal
stresses that they are subjected to leads to the failure of the devices. The most important parameters
that contribute to the degradation and failure of IGBTs are the ambient temperature variation, chip
temperature variation and peak temperature on the chip. The power and thermal cycles that the
devices are subjected to, lead to different failure mechanisms. The main failure mechanisms are
briefly described in the following.
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1.3.1. OPEN CIRCUIT FAILURES
Bond Wire Failures
Approximately 85 [%] of the bond wires contained in IGBT power modules are part of the
power circuit of the power poles. This implies their exposure to the temperature swing that appears
during operation. The differences in thermal expansion coefficients of different alloys bonded
together generate mechanical stresses at connection points. Also, the flexure of the wires is a result
of temperature swings, as the material dilates and contracts repeatedly. [13]
As the failure of bond wires cause changes in contact resistance and current distribution, the
forward voltage drop is directly affected by these failure mechanisms. This would lead eventually to
the destruction of the entire device, because the remaining wires would be subjected to increased
stresses due to the higher current density. Because of these properties, the bond wire failures are
categorized as open circuit failures.


Bond wire lift-off

The bond wire lift-off is the most common failure that appears in IGBTs [14]. The lifting is
caused by thermal cycling. Cycling can be caused by driver faults or fault-induced rupture of the
IGBT, but also appears in normal operation, with only long-term effects. Figure 1-6 shows the
physical lift-off of a bond wire in a failed IGBT. [15]

Figure 1-6. Example of Bond wire lifting [16]



Bond wire heel cracks

The thermal expansion of the wire causes mechanical flexure. This process inflicts fatigue at
the inflexion regions of the wires. The plastic deformation of the material leads to appearance of
cracks, which propagate in complete rupture of the wire (Figure 1-7).
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Figure 1-7. Bonded Wire Failure due to Heel Crack [17]

Solder Layer Failures
Being one of the main failure mechanisms in IGBT chips, the fatigue of the solder layers is a
great subject of interest for device breakdown prevention. The solder layer with the higher risk of
failure is the one between the ceramic substrate and the base plate of IGBT modules. This is due to
the high differences in thermal expansion coefficients of the materials. The large contact area and
high temperature swing are also increasing the risk of failure. [13]
During high temperature operation, the recombination in solder alloy leads to formation of
voids (Figure 1-8). These voids cause accelerated ageing effects of the device, as the heat
dissipation performance of the IGBT is decreasing. This results in higher temperature on the chip
and therefore higher stresses on the bond wires and metallization layer. [18] [19]

Figure 1-8. Acoustic Map of Solder Illustrating Voids (Red Stains) in the Material [20]
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Emitter Metallization
Thermal cycling of the materials also makes an impact on the Aluminium metallization of
the emitter. However, in this case the issue is not related to mechanical stresses generated by
thermal expansion. The impure Aluminium metallization reconstructs under power cycling by
crystalizing. This leads to appearance of voids and crack propagation points. Those contribute at
higher electrical resistance (therefore more heat dissipation) and bond wire cracking and lifting.
[13] [21]
1.3.2. SHORT CIRCUIT FAILURE MECHANISMS
Latch Up
Due to the existence of a parasitic thyristor in the power IGBT structure, the devices are
susceptible to this type of failure. Figure 1-9 presents the structure of an IGBT. It can be observed
that it has the PNPN structure like of a thyristor. The thyristor behaviour is avoided by means of
high conductivity on the P-N--P path, thus having, during conduction, the characteristic of the
bipolar PNP transistor. For too high values of current, the second P layer can get heavily n doped,
and make the device behave like a thyristor. [2]
Gate
Source
S102

n+
J3

P

J2

n-

J1
J1

n+

n+

Body region

LS

Drain drift region
Buffer layer
Injecting layer

p+

Drain

Figure 1-9. Structure of an Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor [22]

The problem created by this latch-up is that the device can no longer be controlled through
its MOS gate. This leads to device destruction if the latch-up current is not removed immediately.
The latch-up is observable during the turn-off of the transistor.
Second Breakdown
During turn-on, the collector-emitter voltage remains at its blocked voltage level until the
transistor enters saturation and starts conducting. If the di/dt is very high, the current will continue
to rise steeply and therefore the device will be submitted to high current and high voltage
simultaneously. This can lead to avalanche and produce a second breakdown voltage of the
transistor.
1.3.3. CONCLUSION
The main failures that might appear in an IGBT used as a braking chopper were shortly
described. While the bond wire lift-off is most probably to appear only in the case of long term
operation, it can be predicted that heel ruptures are a more possible failure for braking chopper
IGBTs. This is due to the high current which can induce mechanical forces that bend the wires
above their elasticity levels, causing plastic deformation.
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Solder voids and solder cracks are also possible failures due to the low melting point of
solder and large differences between coefficients of thermal expansion, in comparison with its
neighbouring materials.
Although the braking chopper is more exposed to short circuit failures due to the handling of
currents larger than guaranteed by the manufacturers, these can be avoided by using slope inductors
and properly dimensioned gate resistors.
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1.4.

OVERVIEW OF THERMAL MODELLING TECHNIQUES FOR IGBT MODULES

Showing that most of the failures in IGBT modules are caused by thermal and electrical
induced stresses, the need of temperature estimation tools is justified. The process of temperature
estimation is divided in two steps: power loss modelling and thermal modelling.
Power losses can be modelled by considering all its parasitic components in circuits
implemented in dedicated tools like Saber and PSpice, or as look-up tables, for matrix manipulation
based software programs.
1.4.1. LOSS MODELLING USING EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
The equivalent circuit of an IGBT with all its parasitic components is presented in Figure
1-10 [23]. This modelling technique presents the advantage of high accuracy and also transient
waveform estimation.

Figure 1-10. IGBT Structure and Representation of Parasitic Capacitances [23]

Where:
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Cm – Source Metallization Capacitance;



Coxs – Gate Oxide Capacitance (of the source overlap);



Coxd – Gate Oxide Capacitance (of the drain overlap);



Cgdj – Gate-Drain Overlap Depletion Capacitance;



Ccer – Collector-Emitter Redistribution Capacitance;



Cebj + Cebd – Emitter-Base Depletion Capacitance.
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The disadvantage of this circuit is that the parameter extraction is a hard process and
requires knowledge about thicknesses of layers. Generally a simpler model which is only based on
input capacitance, gate charge and reverse transfer capacitance can be implemented, with the
compromise of losing information about the switching waveforms. These capacitances are always
available in the datasheets of the device.
1.4.2. LOOK-UP TABLE BASED LOSS MODELLING
Most of the manufacturers offer information about the losses in forms of graphs that
illustrate interdependence between the energy consumption during ON- or OFF-switching and
collector current at a certain blocked voltage value. The information is presented for more
temperature values, in order to get a feeling about their variation while the chip is heating. The
reason why they are presented for only one voltage value is that the dependency with respect to
blocked voltage is linear.
Output characteristics that illustrate the forward voltage drop dependency on surged current
are presented to calculate conduction losses. These characteristics are also presented for more
temperature values, in order to have more accurate information about the forward voltage drop.
Inputting this information into look-up tables, the energy consumption during switching or
conduction for any scenario can be estimated by means of interpolation.
The disadvantage of the look-up table loss model is that it offers absolutely no information
about the switching waveforms. Generally, software that uses this type of model is meant for
steady-state simulations and do not have feedback loops to simulate also these influences in the
electrical circuit. [24]
1.4.3. 1-D THERMODYNAMIC MODELS
The thermal models with a widespread use are based on implementation of equivalent
electrical networks which emulate thermal dynamics. Table 1-2 presents the correspondences
between electrical and thermal parameters, needed for this implementation.
Table 1-2. Equivalence of Electrical and Thermal Parameters [2]

Electrical Parameter
Voltage V [V]
Current I [A]
Charge Q [C]
Resistance R [Ω]
Capacitance C [F]

Thermal Equivalent
Temperature Difference ΔT [K]
Heat Flux P [W]
Thermal Energy Qth [J]
Thermal Resistance Rth [K/W]
Thermal Capacity Cth [J/K]

The thermal transient is approximated using equation (1.1), having the number of
parameters dependent on the desired resolution for the analysis. [25]
( )

∑

(

)

(1.1)
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Foster Network
One of the most used types of RC networks is the Foster network, in which RC time
constants model the exponential terms of Equation (1.1). The widespread use of it is justified by its
simple parameterization and the fact that manufacturers offer information about the thermal
resistances and time constants in the datasheets. Figure 1-11 presents a Foster network for one of
six cells of an IGBT + Diode half bridge module.

Figure 1-11. Foster Network Representation for Half-Bridge Power Module Cell

The main disadvantage of this model is that it does not recreate the physical nodes along the
heat transfer paths, representing only the input and output ports of the modelled thermal equivalent.
Therefore, it is not efficient in understanding thoroughly the behaviour of the device, but only an
approximate thermal response for a certain heat flux input. [2] [25] [26] [27]
Cauer Network
The Cauer Network represents a closer physical representation of the thermal structure, as
the RC cells model each layer of the device. Intermediate thermal resistances can be calculated in
order to implement conduction losses through all thermal paths. [2] [25]
Detailed information about calculation and implementation of this type of network is
presented in Chapter 3.
The drawback of Cauer network is the complexity of calculations, due to the fact that the
time constants depend on all resistors up to that point.
1.4.4. 3-D THERMODYNAMIC MODELLING
Although the Cauer model is a representation of physical layers and thermal transfer paths,
it is only a rough approximation of the complex geometry of the layers involved. Lateral heat
spreading cannot be modelled through 1-D models.
Finite Element Models
The use of finite element modelling software for thermal applications is very attractive, as it
offers accurate information about heat transfer in devices with complex geometry and different
materials used.
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Using finite element modelling requires advanced mathematical knowledge, as the most
important step in the design method is configuring the netlist. Its accuracy must be increased in
regions which are of high interest, and where temperature variations are expected to be large. This
must be done without extending the netlist to a too large number of nodes, by having comparable
density in regions which do not represent such high interest.
Examples of models for finite element analysis are presented in [11], [19] and [28]. The
main drawback of this type of model is that it requires large computational power and therefore it
cannot be used for steady-state operations or for long pulses.
The finite element simulation is used by manufacturers to determine, using curve fitting, the
Foster network parameters.
Finite Difference Modelling
Another accurate method of heat transfer modelling is by realizing Finite Difference models.
The Finite Difference Method offers less information about critical points with respect to Finite
Element, but it is equivalent for the thermal paths visualization.
The Cauer model can be extended to a finite difference model by dividing layers into
sections, as presented in Figure 1-12. The resolution is to be chosen by the designer, but care must
be taken, because the dimensions of a section will be kept constant for all involved layers. This may
result in models with a large number of nodes which also require large computational power and
time, as for the finite element analysis.

Figure 1-12. Extended Cauer Model for a two-layer System [2]

1.4.5. CONCLUSION
Three-dimensional simulations represent an attractive solution for thermal modelling
because of the high accuracy and large amount of information they can offer, but their high
computational needs do not recommend them for long simulation times.
In order to have a simple model for long simulations or steady-state thermal estimation,
manufacturers develop Foster models based on results obtained in finite element analysis. However,
these models do not offer information about physical layers.
A more attractive solution, with relatively small computational needs, is the Cauer network
topology. Extending a one-dimensional Cauer network in order to estimate heat transfer between
layer groups represents an attractive compromise. Such a model can reflect physical nodes in 1-D
but also thermal coupling of the layers from an IGBT power module.
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1.5.

PROJECT OUTLINE

The proposed master thesis focuses over the thermal analysis of braking chopper used in
wind turbines to improve the transient stability of the WT during voltage disturbances and provide
LVRT capabilities, a requirement mandatory for all grid connected application. The thesis is
structured in four chapters.
The first chapter justifies the importance of acquiring thermal information during transient
operation of braking chopper IGBTs. In the first part, the subject is introduced by presenting the
impact of wind power in present day energy market and the grid connection requirements for wind
power plants. In continuing, the problem is defined and the objectives of the study are presented.
Moreover, the most important failure mechanisms and the thermal modelling techniques presently
used are briefly described.
The second chapter presents the design procedure for a test setup for single pulse short
circuit testing of power modules. System dimensioning and choosing of measuring equipment is
presented. The chapter ends with the presentation of a protection and data acquisition circuit board
designed particularly for the described configuration.
In the third chapter the thermoelectric models realized are described and presented. The first
two sections describe the general characteristics of the diodes and IGBTs, characteristics that stand
as the basic knowledge for loss modelling. The third and fourth sections present the loss models
realized for the two types of power modules used, their thermal models and heat flow theory used
for modelling are presented. The chapter ends with a presentation of simulation results which
illustrate the functionality of the model.
The fourth chapter summarizes the work presented along this thesis. The main conclusions
are deduced based on the results achieved. In the ending, the directions for future work are outlined.
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2. TEST SETUP DESIGN
In this chapter, the designing of a test setup for single pulse short circuit testing of power
modules is presented. The design constraints and chosen devices are described in the opening
section, followed by a thorough description of the control boards for the setup.

2.1.

TEST BENCH REQUIREMENTS

The purpose of the setup is to recreate the functioning conditions for the Device Under Test
(DUT) in laboratory, and take advantage of the possibility to monitor the variation of all its thermal
and electric parameters. The initial considerations of the setup are explained in the following.
As a braking chopper IGBT, the DUT is subjected to short operation time, between 10s of
milliseconds and a maximum of 3 seconds. During this short operation, the transistor is conducting
a current larger than nominal. The maximum admitted current is chosen as the “maximum repetitive
peak current” given in the datasheet, that is 2800 [A]. Because of its short and sporadic operation
profile, a braking chopper is not justifying use of active cooling. A simple Aluminium block will be
used as heat-sink, having specified that it can absorb the total dissipated power, which for a
maximum of three seconds is maximum 15 [kW].
To minimize the energy waste, the DUT will be subjected to short-circuit testing. Because of
this, a new problem arises, given by the risk of too high di/dt. In order to limit the current slope, an
inductor must be used before the DUT. As an extra caution, the power is fed through two paralleled
IGBTs which will disconnect the DUT in case of overcurrent.
In order to provide the low voltage demanded for short-circuit testing the need for a
specially designed step-down transformer appears. The required transformer will lower the voltage
from 400 [Vph-ph] to 25 [Vph-ph]. The main consideration is to have enough voltage on the second
winding to provide the voltage drops over the rectifier, control IGBTs and the DUT; the connection
chosen for the transformer is Dd. To avoid the need of a big and expensive transformer, the AC
frequency for it is chosen to be 100 [Hz]. This is achieved with a VLT. The use of a VLT also
implies the need of a filter after it.
The setup must also record DUT parameters. For this, a current sensor, a forward voltage
circuit and a FLIR camera are used. The signals are converted and acquired via a 24-bit ADC
converter from National Instruments and LabView.
Figure 2-1 presents the diagram of the setup with all its needed components. Their selection
and dimensioning is presented in the following.
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GRID

DANFOSS VLT + Dd TRAFO
LCL FILTER (55 Kw) 400V/25V

2 MODULES
FF1000R17IE4

Rectifier

D.U.T.
0.5 uH
Inductor FF1400R17IP4

FLIR
Camera

ICM
Vm

Control
Board

GATE3

GATE2

GATE1

0V

V_dut
I_dut

Figure 2-1. Block Diagram of Test System for Single Pulse Testing of 1400A IGBT Module

Danfoss VLT
The VLT chosen is model FC302P55K that has a power of 55 [kVA]. As the needed power
at 2800 [A] is given by the current through the circuit multiplied with total voltage drop, it can be
concluded that the maximum required power for the DC part of the system is of 30 [kW]. To this
must be added the reactive power consumed by the transformer. It can be concluded that a 55 [kW]
supply is sufficient for the needs of the system. The purpose of the frequency converter is to supply
the 100 [Hz] AC voltages for the transformer and reduce the RMS voltage so that it will have the
desired DC value.
Transformer
The transformer is specially designed by DanTrafo, following the power requirements
given:
-

Output phase to phase voltage of 25 [V];

-

Continuous RMS current 1500 [A];

-

Frequency 100 [Hz].

The main characteristics of the transformer are:
-

Turns Ratio Np/Ns: 81/4;

-

Primary winding RMS voltage and current: Vp = 400[V]; Ip = 35.97 [A];

-

Primary Reactance: R1 = 0.0255 [Ω]; X1σ = 0.0383 [Ω];

-

Secondary winding RMS voltage and current: Vs = 24.88 [V]; Is = 1531 [A];

-

Secondary Reactance: R2 = 0.0001 [Ω]; X2σ = 0.0001 [Ω];

-

Nominal operation parameters:
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o Output Power: S2 = 42558 [VA];
o Losses: PCu = 96.4 [W]; PFe = 105.8 [W];
o Efficiency: η = 98.43 [%];
-

Open circuit parameters:
o Active Losses: P1OC = 106.5 [W];
o Reactive Losses: Q1OC = 96.84 [VAr];
o Current Factor: I0/IN = 1 [%];

-

Short circuit parameters:
o Active Losses: P1SC = 98168 [W];
o Reactive Losses: Q1SC = 4985 [VAr];
o Voltage Factor: VSC/VN = 14.13 [%].

The manufacturer also gives the equivalent diagram with the secondary parameters reduced
to primary, for nominal load operation at 114.7 [°C], as presented in Figure 2-2. The datasheet is
presented in Appendix 1.

Figure 2-2. Equivalent Diagram of 100 Hz 400/25 V Transformer at Nominal Load Operation

Rectifier
The three-phase rectifier is built using the rectifier modules DD540N22K from Infineon.
The maximum RMS current through a diode is 900 [A]. The on-state voltage drop for the diode is
given by the equation 0.78 [V] + 0.31 [mΩ] * IF. The datasheet of the module is presented in
(Appendix 2).
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Protection IGBTs
The two IGBT modules are FF1000R17IE4 from Infineon. This type of module has been
chosen by matters of available devices. Due to the high price of power modules, it was lacked of
justification to buy new power modules. There are two paralleled IGBTs in order to sustain the
current demanded by the DUT without representing a comparable breakdown risk. The cooling
system is as for the DUT a simple Aluminium plate. The operation profile of the setup does not
justify need of active cooling for any of the devices.
Main characteristics of the FF1000R17IE4 power module are:
-

Collector-emitter breakdown voltage: VCES = 1700 [V];

-

Continuous collector current: IC = 1000 [A];

-

Repetitive peak collector current: ICRM = 2000 [A];

-

Input capacitance: Cies = 81 [nF];

-

Reverse transfer capacitance: Cres = 2.6 [nF];

-

Turn-on delay (1000 [A], 900 [V]): td on = 0.6 [µs];

-

Rise time (1000 [A], 900 [V]): tr = 0.12 [µs];

-

Turn-off delay (1000 [A], 900 [V]): td off = 1.25 [µs];

-

Fall time (1000 [A], 900 [V]): tf = 0.5 [µs];

The rest of the characteristics of the IGBT and the characteristics of the integrated diode can
be found in the datasheet from Appendix 3.
Current slope inductor
The inductor is air coil type and the value of 0.5 [uH] by the need of a slow current slope.
For this value, the current rise is of 2 [kA/ms].
FF1400R17IP4 Power Module
This is the device subjected to tests. The used module is open, in order to have the
possibility to monitor temperature variations on it.
Its main characteristics are:
-

Collector-emitter breakdown voltage: VCES = 1700 [V];

-

Continuous collector current: IC = 1400 [A];

-

Repetitive peak collector current: ICRM = 2800 [A];

-

Input capacitance: Cies = 110 [nF];

-

Reverse transfer capacitance: Cres = 3.6 [nF];

-

Turn-on delay (1400 [A], 900 [V]): td on = 0.88 [µs];

-

Rise time (1400 [A], 900 [V]): tr = 0.14 [µs];

-

Turn-off delay (1400 [A], 900 [V]): td off = 1.35 [µs];

-

Fall time (1400 [A], 900 [V]): tf = 0.77 [µs];
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As these are the main characteristics needed for thermal modelling, the rest are not
presented here. They can be found in the datasheet from Appendix 4.
Current Sensor
The current measurement is realised using an ABB ES2000S sensor, which has the
following characteristics (Appendix 5):
-

Measuring range: IPmax = ± 3000 [A];

-

Measuring resistor: RM = 0 – 11 [Ω];

-

Turn ratio: 1/5000;

-

Secondary current at IPN = 2000 [A]: IS = 400 [mA];

-

Supply Voltage: VDC = ± 24 [V].
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For the voltage measurement, the circuit from Figure 2-3 is the chosen solution. As the
blocking voltage is not subject of interest because of short-circuit testing, the forward voltage drop
will be measured with a current-source circuit. The op-amp ensures signal continuity, and the circuit
is isolated from user through isolation amplifier. This is chosen in order to be able to also use the
circuit in high blocking voltage ranges. Entire circuit and layout is presented in Appendix 6.

Figure 2-3. VCE Measuring Circuit Diagram

2.2.

DESIGN OF CONTROL AND PROTECTION CIRCUITRY

In order to satisfy the needs of IGBTs control and protection, a PCB was designed having
the following needs:


Single Voltage Supply: A 15 V external power supply is used as the single power
input of the PCB. This is chosen in order to simplify connection of the device;



5 V Logic: The PCB must have a logic implemented on 5 V level, in order to ease
the interfacing with gate drivers;
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Current Sensor Alternative Supply: The board must include voltage conversion to +/24 V, in order to supply the current sensor; the power demand is not high, as this
represents an alternative supply, that can be used only for short times;



Measurement Circuit: the board must have a circuit for conversion of the measured
current to voltage, in order to be used in logic conditioning;



Protection Circuit: the board must cut-off gate signals in case of overcurrent or gate
fault detection;



Data acquisition: the board must also acquire the voltage drop from the VCE
measuring circuit presented in the previous section.

The block diagram based on which the circuit was realised is presented in Figure 2-4 and
explained in the following.

Figure 2-4. Block Diagram of Control PCB

2.2.1. VOLTAGE CONVERSIONS
The 15 [V] supply is used only for gat driver supply. The mains supply has been chosen to
be 15 [V] because the three gate drivers require large amount of power compared to the rest of the
circuit. It is, therefore, a solution chosen for economic reasons.
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The voltage for logic circuitry is provided through a 1 [W] DC/DC converter from TRACO
POWER, TMA1505s. The +/- 15 [V] level is provided through a 3 [W] DC/DC converter, TMR 31223d, from the same producer. Although, because of the alternative current sensor supply, the +/15 [V] converter seems to be too small, it is satisfactory because the short operations of the sensor
that can be guaranteed through this supply.
The current is measured through a 12.5 [Ω] power resistor. In order to limit the measured
voltage to a maximum of 10 [V], the measurement is processed through an operational amplifier
with factor of 1, and supply of +/- 10 [V].
The supply voltages for op-amp and current sensor are realized through adjustable voltage
regulators. Figure 2-5 presents the circuit for voltage conversion. The output voltages are
determined by two resistors, one surging current from the output to the adjust port. The ratio
between them must be calculated by considering the 1.25 [V] reference at the adjustable port, which
is internally regulated. Therefore, the resistors must form a voltage divider that has a 1.25 [V]
voltage drop on the resistor that connects output to adjustable pin, and the rest of the voltage drop to
the ground level. For the negative voltage regulators, the working principle is the same, only that
the voltage reference is internally regulated for -1.25 [V].

Figure 2-5. Voltage Regulators Circuitry
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2.2.2. MEASUREMENTS AND OVER CURRENT PROTECTION
The voltage and current measurements are processed through an operational amplifier, as
depicted in Figure 2-6. The supply of the op amp is chosen in order to limit the output to a
maximum of 10 [V]. This level is chosen by considerations of data acquisition equipment. It can be
also observed that the op-amp was configured in a differential mode operation. This is realized for
better common-mode rejection. The capacitances and resistances have been chosen by considering
that a 10 [kHz] bandwidth can offer a more than sufficient accuracy of the measurements.

Figure 2-6. Differential Amplifier Configuration
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Figure 2-7. Over current Protection Circuit
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The current protection is realised with a comparator. When the measured proportional
voltage exceeds a certain value, the output of the comparator will be low. In case the current is in
normal limits, the output is high. In order to convert the signal to active high, a NAND gate is used.
Figure 2-7 presents the implemented circuit.
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2.2.3. GATE SIGNALS CONDITIONING
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Due to the single pulse operation of the setup, the control is very simplistic. In order to
achieve the pulse, the monostable circuit SN74121N is used. Through two external RC circuits, the
pulse width can be varied from 40 [ns] to 28 [s]. The triggering of the monostable is realised
through a push button. The signal obtained is used as gate signal for the two paralleled control
IGBTs. In order to condition the signal presence of the lack of any gate driver errors or protection
triggering, a buffer is used, having the outputs triggered by these active high signals. If one of the
errors interrupts normal functioning, the outputs of the specific buffer section will become zero and
stop the IGBTs. Figure 2-8 presents the schematic implementation.

Figure 2-8. Gate Signal Conditioning and Pulse Width Diagram

The gate error signals are buffered and OR-ed in order to create the GATE_ERR signal,
which is referring to any of them. The buffer has the purpose to change the signals from active low
to active high. This is needed because they are used to condition the functioning of a different
buffer, as described previously.
The complete design and layout of the PCB is presented in Appendix 8.
2.2.4. PCB VALIDATION
Several simple tests have been carried out on the PCB in order to validate its proper
functionality. The logic voltage level is first verified to be 5 [V]. Figure 2-9 depicts the logic
voltage on channel 1 of oscilloscope, while channel 2 represents the voltage after the push button
(turn-on command). It can be observed that the proper functionality is obtained, having a 5 [V]
voltage level for logic devices and 0 [V] gate command before actuation of the push button.
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Figure 2-9. 5 [V] Voltage Supply Functionality (channel 1) and Button Output (channel 2) Signals

The proper functionality of the push button is further confirmed by verifying that the
actuating of the button is generating a change of the turn-on command from 0 to 5 [V], without
having a strong ripple (“ringing”) of the command signal. Figure 2-10 shows that the criteria are
fulfilled.

Figure 2-10. Push Button Actuation Functionality (Gate Turn-On Command)

The functionality of the gate triggering is further observed. This simple measurement
confirms the functioning of the monostable, gate error protection and buffering. Furthermore it
assures that the over current protection has the proper logic, allowing gate command when there is
no current measurement. Figure 2-11 depicts the proper functionality of the gate triggering. It has to
be mentioned that until de submission of this report, the exact dependency of the gate pulse width
on the timing circuitry from the monostable has not been determined.
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Figure 2-11. Gate Turn-On Control: Command Signal from Push Button (Channel 1) and Gate Command
(Channel 2)

The last test depicted here is the functionality of the protection. The test has been carried out
for each of the two protections. It has been observed that, for the current protection, a current
corresponding to 2.64 [V] voltage drop on the measuring resistor disables the output of the gate
buffer. The Gate Error protection has been tested by pulling down one of the error feedbacks.
Figure 2-12 depicts the proper functionality of the protection, having the command signal on
channel 1 and the gate signal on channel 2.

Figure 2-12. Gate Protection Functionality: Command Signal (Channel 1) and Gate Signal (Channel 2)
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3. THERMAL MODELLING
The chapter presents the model realized for transient thermal analysis of the power modules
during FRT. In the first two sections, the general characteristics of diodes and IGBTs are
presented. Those represent the background for the loss modelling of the devices. Sections 3 and
4 present the realized models for protection power modules and DUT respectively, and device
parameters used in modelling. The chapter ends with the presentation of simulation results for
different scenarios, and presentation of the temperature estimator which represented a final
purpose of the thermoelectric model.
In order to have a more accurate image of the system behaviour, it must be taken into
consideration that all the equipment is subjected to thermal stresses, due to the high current used. As
a first approximation, it has been considered that the transformer, due to its high volume, has a
thermal capacitance large enough to be omitted from thermal modelling.
Therefore, the system before the bridge rectifier can be considered as homogenous. The
diodes of the rectifier are modelled simply as having a voltage drop V F = VF(TH) + RON*IF. As the
current through the control IGBTs is significant, they must be modelled in order to comprise their
nonlinearities.
The importance is justified by the fact that the current and temperature dependent voltage
drops affect the voltage to which the DUT will be subjected, therefore also the instantaneous current
through it. This results in a nonlinear power flow, which must be also reproduced as in simulations
in order to have comparable results. The diode behaviour and IGBT behaviour are presented in
continuing.

3.1.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF POWER DIODES

The power diode is basically a PN junction with an added n- epitaxial layer, which is grown
on top of the heavily doped n layer. This epitaxial layer is also called drift region, and its thickness
determines the breakdown voltage of the device. [22]
The drift region is also important when considering power dissipation. The main voltage
drop occurs on this layer of the diode, which has a resistive behaviour. Therefore, it results in a
linear dependency of forward voltage drop with respect to the forward bias current. However, due
to its small on-state resistance caused by the large amount of excess-carrier injection during
conduction, the epitaxial layer has a negative coefficient to the Ron with the growth of the current.
The ideal characteristic of a power diode is presented in Figure 3-1. [22]
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I [A]

1

Ron

V [V]

VBR
Vth

Figure 3-1. Typical I-V characteristic of Power Diodes [22]

The heat generated during operation is sourced by the losses that occur during switching and
conduction of the device. These switching and conduction losses can be estimated from switching
waveforms as presented in Figure 3-2. In the case of most rectifiers, due to fast turn-on times with
respect to switching frequency, the on-switching losses can be neglected. On-state losses represent
the product of forward voltage drop and current flowing through device, while off-switching losses
are determined by the reverse recovery charge of the diode. [22]

IF

I [A]

t

Irr

0

t3

t4

t5

V [V]

VFP

trr

t

Vrr

VR

0

t1

t2

Figure 3-2. Switching Waveforms of Power Diodes [22]
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3.2.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF IGBTS

Insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT) have been introduced in the 1980s, as an answer to
the need of a high power device with fast switching frequency capability. The small on-state losses
of the bipolar junction transistors are combined with the voltage controllability of MOSFETs,
which yields the need of small gate currents during switching. This results in small switching times
and small power dissipation. [23]
The internal structure of an IGBT is presented in Figure 3-3. The feature of the IGBT is the
n buffer layer in the punch-through structure. Although the adding of this heavily doped layer
reduces the reverse breakdown capability, it is generally preferred due to its capability to reduce the
drift region by a factor of 2, as the depletion layer can easily extend across the entire n- layer,
because the heavily doped buffer will prevent the reach of the depletion layer to the p + layer.
Shortening of the drift region is very useful, as it reduces the conduction losses for the device. [22]
+

Gate
Source
S102

n+

P

J3
J2

n-

J1
J1

n+

n+

Body region

LS

Drain drift region
Buffer layer
Injecting layer

p+

Drain

Figure 3-3. Internal Structure of a Punch-Through IGBT [22]

Figure 3-4 presents the output characteristics of the IGBT. It can be observed a similarity to
the diode, having a minimum forward voltage drop, and growing linear with the growth of the
current. This represents the power loss during conduction.
iD
Increasing VGS

VGS4
VGS3
VGS2
VRM

VGS1
BVDSS

vDS

Figure 3-4. I-V Characteristic of n-channel IGBT [22]
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The on-switching waveforms of the IGBT are depicted in Figure 3-5. During the delay time
td, the input capacitance is charged until the gate-emitter voltage reaches its threshold value. This
gate current consumption is negligible in the interest of power dissipation, having only importance
on delay-time influences, thus affecting the switching frequency capabilities of the device. [22],
[23]
During the rise time, the collector current grows from zero to load current value. The current
slope is determined by gate voltage and IGBT transconductance. The collector-emitter voltage starts
to drop as soon as the gate voltage reaches the value necessary to support steady-state collector
current. As depicted, the voltage drops rapidly in the beginning, during t vf1, and slower during tvf2.
This second period of voltage fall is influenced both by the MOS characteristic of the IGBT – as Cgd
capacitance increases at low drain-source voltages – but also by the PNP transistor portion, which
transits the active region slower than MOSFET portion. [22], [23]

VGG+

vGS(t) 0

t
td(on)
I0

iD(t)

0

t

tri

VD
vDS(t) 0

VDS(on)
tfv1

t

tfv2

Figure 3-5. ON-Switching Waveforms of IGBT [22]

The energy consumption during turn-on can be estimated by considering the Cgd variation,
as being:
, (3.1) where:
(

)

, (3.2) and
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(

)

(3.3).

The turn-off waveforms of the IGBT are depicted in Figure 3-6. As it can be observed, the
current and voltage remain constant until VGE drops below the level required to maintain saturation
current. After this period, the collector-emitter voltage rises to blocked voltage, while the collector
current remains constant. This MOS characteristic can be also used to determine the rise slope, as
the voltage rise is determined by the gate resistor. After the MOS channel turns off, the collector
current has a steep descent during the period tfi1, and the freewheeling diode starts conducting. The
tail in the current waveform is determined by the carrier excess stored in the drift region. The only
way to remove the excess carriers from drift region is by recombination within the transistor. In the
case of punch-through IGBTs, the buffer layer acts as a sink for excess holes, and shortens current
tail, thus resulting much smaller turn-off time. [22], [23]

VGS,I0

VGS(th)

vGS(t) 0

t
VGG-



tfi2

td(off)



iD(t) 0

MOSFET
current
BJT
current

t
trv

tfi1

VD
vDS(t) 0

t
Figure 3-6. Turn-Off Waveforms of IGBT [22]

The loss model of an IGBT may be done by considering all parasitic capacitances and
material resistances – as described by Allan Hefner in [29] . The model can be implemented in
PSpice or Saber. Simpler models are available in Simulink and PLECS, and are based on look-up
tables. In this report, the look-up table model from PLECS is used.
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3.3.

THERMOELECTRIC MODELLING OF THE CONTROL MODULES

Using information provided in the datasheet, the energy loss for each operation case was
modelled in PLECS. The model for switching losses is a four-dimensional matrix, having given as
input vectors the blocked voltage, forward current and junction temperature, and outputting the
energy loss in [mJ]. Figure 3-7 presents the losses that occur during on-switching of the IGBT,
while Figure 3-8 depicts the OFF-switching losses. The explicit values are depicted in Table 3-1
and Table 3-2, respectively.

Figure 3-7. Energy Losses for ON-switching of IGBT from FF1000R17IE4 module
Table 3-1. Energy Loss during ON-Switching of FF1000R17IE4 IGBT - Look-Up Table Data

T = 25°C
0A
0V
0 mJ
900V
0 mJ
T = 125°C
0A
0V
0 mJ
900V
0 mJ
T = 150°C
0A
0V
0 mJ
900V
0 mJ

200 A 400 A 600 A 800 A
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
66 mJ 100mJ 170mJ 200mJ

1000 A
0 mJ
265mJ

1200 A
0 mJ
300mJ

1400 A
0 mJ
360mJ

1600 A
0 mJ
500mJ

1800 A
0 mJ
580mJ

200 A 400 A 600 A 800 A
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
86 mJ 150mJ 220mJ 300mJ

1000 A
0 mJ
390mJ

1200 A
0 mJ
500mJ

1400 A
0 mJ
635mJ

1600 A 1800 A
0 mJ
0 mJ
800mJ 1005mJ

200 A 400 A 600 A 800 A
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
90 mJ 160mJ 230mJ 320mJ

1000 A
0 mJ
415mJ

1200 A
0 mJ
540mJ

1400 A
0 mJ
690mJ

1600 A 1800 A
0 mJ
0 mJ
860mJ 1090mJ
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Figure 3-8. Energy Loss during OFF-switching of IGBT from FF1000R17IE4 module
Table 3-2. Energy Loss during OFF-Switching of FF1000R17IE4 IGBT - Look-Up Table Data

T = 25°C
0A
0V
0 mJ
900V
0 mJ
T = 125°C
0A
0V
0 mJ
900V
0 mJ
T = 150°C
0A
0V
0 mJ
900V
0 mJ

200 A
0 mJ
70 mJ

400 A 600 A 800 A
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
95 mJ 135mJ 165mJ

1000 A
0 mJ
200mJ

1200 A
0 mJ
235mJ

1400 A
0 mJ
270mJ

1600 A
0 mJ
305mJ

1800 A
0 mJ
370mJ

200 A 400 A 600 A 800 A
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
72 mJ 130mJ 180mJ 240mJ

1000 A
0 mJ
300mJ

1200 A
0 mJ
360mJ

1400 A
0 mJ
420mJ

1600 A
0 mJ
480mJ

1800 A
0 mJ
520mJ

200 A 400 A 600 A 800 A
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
90 mJ 150mJ 200mJ 270mJ

1000 A
0 mJ
335mJ

1200 A
0 mJ
395mJ

1400 A
0 mJ
460mJ

1600 A
0 mJ
515mJ

1800 A
0 mJ
590mJ

The conduction losses for the IGBT are given and modelled as transfer characteristics. The
forward voltage drop is outputted depending on junction temperature and forward current. Figure
3-9 depicts the implementation in PLECS. The explicit values are shown in Table 3-3.
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Figure 3-9. Output Characteristic of the IGBT from FF1000R17IE4 module
Table 3-3. Output Characteristic of FF1000R17IE4 IGBT - Look-Up Table Data

25°
125°
150°

0A
0.8V
0.6V
0.6V

100A
1.05V
1V
0.97V

200A
1.2V
1.25V
1.25V

400A
1.4V
1.55V
1.57V

600A
1.6V
1.8V
1.85V

800A
1.8V
2.1V
2.2V

1000A
2V
2.35V
2.45V

1200A
2.2V
2.6V
2.75V

1400A
2.4V
2.85V
3V

1600A
2.6V
3.1V
3.3V

1800A
2.8V
3.35V
3.6V

The main drawback of this toolbox is that it is not meant for dynamic simulations.
Therefore, the forward voltage drops that occur during operation can be inputted as fixed values.
This is a big issue for the system, as the input voltage is very small due to short-circuit testing. [24]
In order to overcome this disadvantage, the circuit has been modified as presented in Figure
3-10. The forward voltage is introduced by a controllable voltage source, to which the input signal
is computed by reading the power loss and dividing it by the forward current.
Algebraic loop is broken by inputting the read voltage to a small separate circuit, with only a
1 [Ω] resistor. The current read is then inputted in the controllable voltage source “V”, which
simulates the forward voltage drop. This method is chosen because, in order to break the algebraic
loops, the signal must be realized as a current controlled voltage source. Figure 3-11 depicts the
functionality of the model, as it represents a measured voltage drop over the control transistor.
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Figure 3-10. Dynamic Forward Voltage Drop implementation

Figure 3-11. Measured Voltage Drop over FF1000R17IE4 IGBT

The diodes of the module are also modeled considering the losses presented in the datasheet.
The switch-on losses do not represent interest, as they are very small compared to reverse recovery,
as explained in section 3.1. Figure 3-12 depicts the losses due to reverse recovery. The explicit
values are depicted in Table 3-4. It must be noted that the energy losses correspond to negative
voltages.
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Figure 3-12. Energy Losses during Reverse Recovery of Freewheeling Diode of FF1000R17IE4 Power
Module
Table 3-4. Reverse Recovery Energy Consumption of FF1000R17IE4 Diode - Look-Up Table Data

T = 125°C
0 A 200 A 400 A 600 A 800 A
0V
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
-900V
0 mJ 90 mJ 125mJ 156mJ 180mJ
T = 150°C
0 A 200 A 400 A 600 A 800 A
0V
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
0 mJ
-900V
0 mJ 110mJ 152mJ 192mJ 225mJ

1000 A
0 mJ
205mJ

1200 A
0 mJ
220mJ

1400 A
0 mJ
230mJ

1600 A
0 mJ
237mJ

1800 A
0 mJ
242mJ

1000 A
0 mJ
245mJ

1200 A
0 mJ
266mJ

1400 A
0 mJ
275mJ

1600 A
0 mJ
284mJ

1800 A
0 mJ
290mJ

Figure 3-13 illustrates the output characteristic of the diode. Table 3-5 depicts the explicit
values used. It can be observed that, although there is no difference between the values for 125 [°C]
and 150 [°C], there are both inserted. This is done in order to avoid the risk of an erroneous
interpolation for temperatures in operation range.
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Figure 3-13. Output Characteristic of the Diodes from FF1000R17IE4 Power Module
Table 3-5. Output Characteristic of the FF1000R17IE4 Diode - Look-Up Table Data

25°
125°
150°

0A
0.8V
0.6V
0.6V

200A
1.2V
1.05V
1.05V

400A
1.42V
1.4V
1.4V

600A
1.6V
1.6V
1.6V

800A
1.75V
1.8V
1.8V

1000A
1.84V
1.95V
1.95V

1200A
1.96V
2.15V
2.15V

1400A
2.1V
2.28V
2.28V

1600A
2.21V
2.42V
2.42V

1800A
2.33V
2.55V
2.55V

2000A
2.44V
2.7V
2.7V

Because of the interest to study more aspects of the heat transfer inside a power module, but
also to have increased accuracy with the model, the transistors have been modelled as a thermal RC
ladder network, taking into consideration constructive dimensions and physical characteristics of
the materials used. Figure 3-14 presents the structure of the 1000 [A] power module from Infineon.
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Figure 3-14. FF1000R17IE4 Power Module
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Along with the surfaces of each layer, the thicknesses are necessary in order to calculate
thermal resistances and capacitances. The internal structure of a chip from the power module is
presented in Figure 3-15. The layers presented are not to scale. The succession of the layers is as it
follows: 1 – emitter metallisation, 2 – chip, 3 – solder, 4 – Direct Copper Bond (DCB), 5 – Ceramic
bed, 6 – DCB, 7 – solder, 8 – baseplate.

Figure 3-15. Structure of an IGBT Module [30]

Figure 3-16 illustrates a section of the thermal chain. It can be observed that the exact
thermal paths are recreated, with only two limitations: the path through air / silicone gel is
considered of infinite resistance, and the path through the baseplate between the chips is considered
of zero resistance. This is done in order to keep within the model the main heat flow path, to the
heat-sink, unharmed. The sequence 1-14 is repeated 12 times, as there are 12 chip pairs in the
module, six for each IGBT/diode.

Figure 3-16. Thermal Model (Cauer Ladder) of FF1000R17IE4 (one of six sequences presented)

In Figure 3-16, the marked RC components represent the layers as following:
-

1 – Metallisation on IGBT chip (Aluminium);

-

2 – IGBT Chip (Silicon doped with impurities);

-

3 – Solder (SnAg0.5Zn);
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-

4 – Metallisation on Diode chip (Aluminium);

-

5 – Diode chip (Silicon doped with impurities);

-

6 – Solder (SnAg0.5Zn);

-

7 – DCB of Group 1 (Copper);

-

8 – DCB of Group 2 (Copper);

-

9 – Thermal Path Between Groups (through Ceramic);

-

10 – Second IGBT Network (see 1, 2, 3);

-

11 – Second Diode Network (see 4, 5, 6);

-

12 – Ceramic bed – half (Al2O3);

-

13 – DCB (Copper);

-

14 – Solder (SnAg0.5Zn);

-

15 – Baseplate (Copper);

-

16 – Thermal Paste;

In order to calculate the resistances and capacitances, the dimensions of layers and material
properties were needed. The chips may be considered to be pure silicon, as the impurities represent
a very small part and do not have a considerable impact on material properties.
Material properties (specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity) for solder are extracted
from [31], while the thermal conductivities and mass densities for the rest of materials are extracted
from [32]. The heat capacities for Aluminium, Silicon and Copper are considered as well for 300K,
and are extracted from [33]. Table 3-6 presents the material properties used:
Table 3-6. Material Properties for FF1000R17IE4 Power Module

Layer

Material

Thermal
Conductivity
[W/m*K]
250

Mass Density
[Kg/m3]

Al

Specific Heat
Capacity
[J/Kg*K]
950

IGBT
Metallisation
Diode
Metallisation
IGBT Chip
Diode Chip
IGBT Solder
Diode Solder
DCB
Ceramic Bed
DCB
Solder
Baseplate
Thermal Paste
Heat-Sink

Al

950

250

2700

Si
Si
Sn2Zn2Ag
Sn2Zn2Ag
Cu
Al2O3
Cu
Sn2Zn2Ag
Cu
Al

790
790
260
260
397
880
397
260
397
950

83.6
83.6
78
78
386
18
386
78
386
16
250

2329
2329
7400
7400
8960
3690
8960
7400
8960
2700

2700
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Layer dimensions are acquired from the Department of Physics and Nanotechnology, and
can be found in [28]. The thermal resistance and capacitance are calculated using these dimensions,
as it follows:
; (3.4)
(3.5);
Where k is the thermal conductivity, c is the specific heat capacity, ρ is the mass density of
the material and L, W and h are the physical dimensions as illustrated in Figure 3-17. The specific
values are depicted in Table 3-7.

Figure 3-17. Heat Flow Representation through a Material
Table 3-7. Physical Dimensions of Constructive Layers of FF1000R17IP4 Power Module

Layer
IGBT Metallisation
Diode Metallisation
IGBT Chip
Diode Chip
IGBT Solder
Diode Solder
DCB Group 1
DCB Group 2
Ceramic Bed
DCB
Solder
Baseplate
Thermal Paste
Heat-Sink

Length
[mm]
13.6
12.7
13.6
12.7
13.6
12.7
CG
CG
53
51
51
250
250
400

Width
[mm]
13.6
12.7
13.6
12.7
13.6
12.7
CG
CG
39
37
37
89
89
300

Height
[mm]
4*10-3
4*10-3
0.3
0.3
0.05
0.05
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.3
0.1
3
30

Area
[mm2]
184.96
161.29
184.96
161.29
184.96
161.29
954.51
667.86
2067
1887
1887
22250
22250
12*104

Volume
[mm3]
0.74
0.645
55.49
48.39
9.25
8.0645
286.353
200.358
1446.9
566.1
188.7
66750
3.6*106

Calculating equations (3.4) and (3.5) for metallization layer of IGBT chip results:
⁄
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⁄ .
The same calculus has been carried out for all involved layers. The resulting values are
depicted in Table 3-8.
Table 3-8. Calculated Thermal Resistances and Capacitances for FF1000R17IP4 layers

Layer
IGBT Metallisation
Diode Metallisation
IGBT Chip
Diode Chip
IGBT Solder
Diode Solder
DCB
Ceramic Bed
DCB
Solder
Baseplate
Thermal Paste
Heat-Sink

3.4.

Thermal
Capacitance [J/K]
1.8725*10-3
1.654*10-3
102.097*10-3
89.033*10-3
17.797*10-3
15.516*10-3
2.013686
4.698374
2.013686
0.363059
237.43776
9234

Thermal
Resistance [K/W]
86.5*10-6
99.2*10-6
19.4*10-3
22.25*10-3
3.466*10-3
3.974*10-3
4.12*10-4
18.8*10-3
4.12*10-4
6.79*10-4
5.39*10-4
1*10-4
1*10-3

THERMOELECTRIC MODELLING OF THE DUT

As the device studied is used in a braking chopper, there is no need to model switching
losses. The I-V characteristics during conduction are modelled as given in the datasheet of the
FF1400R17IP4 power module (Figure 3-18). Table 3-9 presents the explicit data inputted in the
look-up table. These represent the source for heat-flow input of the thermal model.
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Figure 3-18. I-V Characteristics of FF1400R17IP4 IGBT
Table 3-9. Output Characteristic of the FF1400R17IP4 IGBT - Look-Up Table Data

25°
125°
150°

0A
0.8V
0.6V
0.6V

200A
1.2V
1.05V
1.05V

400A
1.42V
1.4V
1.4V

600A
1.6V
1.6V
1.6V

800A
1.75V
1.8V
1.8V

1000A
1.84V
1.95V
1.95V

1200A
1.96V
2.15V
2.15V

1400A
2.1V
2.28V
2.28V

1600A
2.21V
2.42V
2.42V

1800A
2.33V
2.55V
2.55V

2000A
2.44V
2.7V
2.7V

Because of the interest to study more aspects of the heat transfer inside a power module, but
also to have increased accuracy with the model, the DUT has been modelled as a thermal RC ladder
network, taking into consideration constructive dimensions and physical characteristics of the
materials used.
The layer thicknesses are similar to those of FF1000R17IE4 power module, but the chips
have a different geometry. The dimensions were determined by direct measurement. The
construction of the power module is illustrated in Figure 3-19. Table 3-10 presents the measurement
results for each constructive layer.
Table 3-10. Physical Dimensions of Constructive Layers of FF1400R17IP4 Power Module

Layer
IGBT Metallisation
Diode Metallisation
IGBT Chip
Diode Chip
IGBT Solder
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Length
[mm]
15.64
16.25
17.38
18.85
17.38

Width
[mm]
7.15
8.1
8.45
9.27
8.45

Height
[mm]
4*10-3
4*10-3
0.3
0.3
0.05

Area
[mm2]
111.83
131.625
146.861
174.74
146.861

Volume
[mm3]
0.447
0.5265
44.06
52.422
7.343

Thermal Modelling

Diode Solder
DCB Group 1
DCB Group 2
Ceramic Bed
DCB
Solder
Baseplate
Thermal Paste
Heat-Sink

18.85
CG
CG
53
51
51
250
250
400

9.27
CG
CG
43.56
41.5
41.5
89
89
300

0.05
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.3
0.1
3
30

174.74
954.51
667.86
2309.2
2116.5
2116.5
22250
22250
12*104

8.737
286.353
200.358
1616.465
634.95
211.65
66750
3.6*106

It can be noted that the IGBT chips are smaller, but doubled. This construction favours a
reduced influence over the current flow through a chip, in case of single chip failures.
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Figure 3-19. FF1400R17IP4 Open Module
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Figure 3-20 illustrates a section of the thermal chain. It can be observed that the exact
thermal paths are recreated, with only two limitations: the path through air / silicone gel is
considered of infinite resistance, and the path through the baseplate between the chips is considered
of zero resistance. This is done in order to keep within the model the main heat flow path, to the
heat-sink, unharmed. The sequence 1-4 is repeated 12 times, as there are 12 chip pairs in the
module, six for each IGBT/diode.

Figure 3-20. Thermal model of Device Under Test

In Figure 3-20, the marked RC components represent the layers as following:
-

1 – Upper IGBT Network 1;

-

2 – Upper IGBT Network 2;

-

3 – Upper Diode Network;

-

4 – Lower IGBT and Diode.

The values for thermal resistances and capacitances are calculated in the same manner
presented in section 3.3. The chips may be considered to be pure silicon, as the impurities represent
a very small part and do not have a considerable impact on material properties.
Material properties (specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity) are reminded in Table
3-11:
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Table 3-11. Material Properties for FF1400R17IP4 Power Module
Layer

Material

Thermal
Conductivity
[W/m*K]
250

Mass Density
[Kg/m3]

Al

Specific Heat
Capacity
[J/Kg*K]
950

IGBT
Metallisation
Diode
Metallisation
IGBT Chip
Diode Chip
IGBT Solder
Diode Solder
DCB
Ceramic Bed
DCB
Solder
Baseplate
Thermal Paste
Heat-Sink

Al

950

250

2700

Si
Si
Sn2Zn2Ag
Sn2Zn2Ag
Cu
Al2O3
Cu
Sn2Zn2Ag
Cu
Al

790
790
260
260
397
880
397
260
397
950

83.6
83.6
78
78
386
18
386
78
386
16
250

2329
2329
7400
7400
8960
3690
8960
7400
8960
2700

2700

The thermal parameters, calculated using equations (3.4) and (3.5), are depicted in Table
3-12.
Table 3-12. Calculated Thermal Resistances and Capacitances for FF1400R17IP4 layers

Layer
IGBT Metallisation
Diode Metallisation
IGBT Chip
Diode Chip
IGBT Solder
Diode Solder
DCB Group 1
DCB Group 2
Thermal Coupling of Groups
Ceramic Bed
DCB
Solder
Baseplate
Thermal Paste
Heat-Sink
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Thermal Capacitance [J/K]
1.1465*10-3
1.35*10-3
81.066*10-3
96.452*10-3
14.128*10-3
16.81*10-3
1.0186
0.7127
5.249
2.2586
0.363059
237.43776
9234

Thermal Resistance [K/W]
143.074*10-6
121.557*10-6
24.435*10-3
20.536*10-3
4.365*10-3
3.6685*10-3
8.142*10-4
11.6372*10-4
1.5
16.84*10-3
3.67*10-4
6.79*10-4
5.39*10-4
1*10-4
1*10-3

Thermal Modelling

3.5.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The above described model was used to estimate chip temperature variations in different
scenarios. It is of great interest to know for how long the IGBT can surge currents, for different
current values and different ambient temperatures. As the braking chopper has no temperature
control, it is necessary to understand its capabilities during FRT for different conditions that may
appear inside a nacelle.
The first step is to observe the correlation between the instantaneous current through the
DUT and forward voltage drop. Figure 3-21 depicts this variation for 2500 [A] collector current. It
can be observed that, although the current stabilizes very fast, the forward voltage drop keeps
getting bigger. This is due to its dependency to chip temperature. If comparing the values with those
of Appendix 4 it can be observed that the forward voltage drop defined in the datasheet is the same
for 2500 [A]. It can be concluded that the dynamic VCE was implemented and scaled correctly and
took into consideration all influential factors.

Figure 3-21. Junction Temperature and Forward Voltage Drop on the DUT, with respect to Collector Current

The temperature variation on control IGBTs and DUT is illustrated in Figure 3-22. It can be
observed that the temperature on the 1400 [A] IGBT has a slower growth in the beginning, but
reaches higher temperature, approximately 150 [°C]. The slower rise is caused by bigger thermal
capacitances, but taking full load makes the DUT heat up more than the control IGBTs.
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Figure 3-22. Junction Temperature Variation for DUT and Control IGBTs

The heat flow within the IGBT can be observed in Figure 3-23. In the upper graphic, the
blue line represents the junction temperature of the active IGBT chip, while the red line is the
junction temperature of its associated diode. The lower graph depicts the junction temperature for
both IGBT and Diode that are inactive. There is no temperature difference between these two chips
because the best path for heat flow is through the baseplate. The heating of inactive branch is also
slower because practically the chips are heated by the baseplate, with added delays because the
capacitances of all constructive layers.
There can also be remarked that the diode temperature remains considerably lower, as it is
not used for freewheeling, and the only source of heat is the heat flow from the IGBT chip. It
reaches a temperature of 90 [°C] only by this. The much shorter thermal path is reflected by the
temperature difference between diode from active side and components from inactive side. The
heat-up difference is of approximately 60 [°C].
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Figure 3-23. Junction Temperatures on Chips of the Power Module

After verifying the functionality of the model, it was of great interest to establish a
correlation between the measurable parameters – forward voltage drop and collector current – and
the junction temperature, as representing the parameter that needs to be estimated. Figure 3-24
depicts their variation in the conditions of 2500 [A] forward current and 21 [°C] ambient
temperature.
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Figure 3-24. Temperature Variation of the DUT Chip with respect to Forward Voltage Drop and Collector
Current

As these variations show, there is no simple linear relationship between the three involved
parameters. Therefore, a more complex approach is considered.
A first step is to correct the input values from the linear range of the output characteristic, in
order to fit a straight line (1st order polynomial). By taking the last seven values of VCE, the results
obtained are presented in Figure 3-25 – for 25 [°C], Figure 3-26 – for 125 [°C] and Figure 3-27 for
150 [°C].
It can be observed that the corrections applied are relatively small. Another advantage of the
line fitting is that it allows reading the offset value of the line, if extended to 0 [A]. These values
are: VTH = 0.995 [V] for 25 [°C], VTH = 0.815 [V] for 125 [°C] and VTH = 0.76 [V] for 150 [°C].
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Figure 3-25. Curve Fitting of VCE for 25 [C]

Figure 3-26. Curve Fitting of VCE for 125 [C]

Figure 3-27. Curve Fitting of VCE for 150 [C]
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Another important parameter extracted is the slope of the curves. They are as following:
m25° = 5.47*10-4 [V/A];
m125° = 9.23*10-4 [V/A];
m150° = 1.017*10-3 [V/A].
It is necessary to analyse if the variation of the slope and threshold of the linearized output
characteristic can be correlated to the temperature variation. It can be easily observed that the slope
changes almost linear with the temperature, with a factor of 0.94 [mV/A] / 25 [°C].
The same thing can be said about the threshold value of the linearized characteristics. It can
be estimated with good degree of confidence that the threshold decreases with 0.05 [V] for each 25
[°C] increase, having as a beginning point the value of 1 [V] for 25 [°C].
Under these conditions, the three characteristics intersect at the collector current value of
531.915 [A]. The collector-emitter voltage drop for this current is 1.291 [V].
Using the presented information, the logic described in the following is applied to estimate a
junction temperature, having as inputs the current and voltage drop. Considering that at a certain
collector current, the same voltage drop is inflicted, independent of the temperature, it can be said
that:
;
;
The difference between the slope of the active VCE and the slope for VCE at 25 [°C] can be
subjected to the correction factor of 0.94 [mV/A]/[°C]. A temperature correction results from the
calculus, which will be added to the 25 [°C] that were initially considered.
The implementation in PLECS is presented in Figure 3-28. Figure 3-29 presents simulation
results as comparison between measured and calculated junction temperature. It can be remarked
that the difference is of 1.5 [°C], in a precautionary manner. Therefore it can be concluded that a
relationship between forward voltage drop and junction temperature has been successfully
established using this model.

Figure 3-28. Implementation of Junction Temperature Calculation
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Figure 3-29. Measured TJ vs. Calculated TJ – Comparison

The simulations were repeated for the ambient temperature of 90 [°C], because the
behaviour in different conditions is of interest, as it is not known the given ambient temperature in
which the braking chopper will work. Figure 3-30 depicts the comparison between the junction
temperatures of the DUT and control IGBTs. It can be observed that the simulation has been
stopped when the temperature on the DUT reached the maximum allowed limit (165 [°C]). This is
due to the control implemented, that turns off the control IGBTs in order to avoid destruction of the
DUT.
The functionality of the temperature estimator has proven to be better in this case, having
the estimated value with 1 [°C] higher than “measured”. This is mainly due to the fact that the
estimator is constructed using the values for high currents, because the consideration was to have a
better accuracy near the maximum allowable temperature. Figure 3-31 depicts this scenario, where
the red line depicts the calculated value, and the blue line refers to the measureable temperature.
Some estimation errors may be observed when the system switches off and while the DUT
is not conducting current. These may be avoided by filtering the signal through slope limiters, by
keeping the allowed slope below a maximum finite number and bigger than zero.
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Figure 3-30. Junction Temperature Comparison for TAMB = 90 [°C]
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Figure 3-31. Junction Temperature Estimator Functionality for TAMB = 90 [°C]
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4. CONCLUSIONS
4.1.

SUMMARY

This research project is focused on the thermal modelling of braking chopper IGBTs used to
control the DC link voltage in wind turbine converters, with the purpose of realizing a temperature
estimator for transient operation, which can be used as protection against destruction of power
modules.
In order to fulfil the task, the process of carrying out this project and thesis report was
divided into several tasks.
In the first chapter, general aspects justifying the use of braking choppers were presented.
The wind energy trends and grid connection requirements were highlighted, in order to underline
the importance of the VDC control. The chapter contained the problem statement and defining of
objectives, and ended with an overview on failure mechanisms in power modules and an overview
of thermal modelling techniques.
The second chapter was dedicated to the design procedure for a test setup for single pulse
short circuit testing of IGBT power modules. The system dimensioning and equipment choosing
was presented in the first part. The chapter ended with a presentation of a Control PCB, designed
especially for the dimensioned setup.
The third chapter dealt with the thermoelectric modelling of IGBT power modules for
transient operation. In the beginning, general characteristics of the device were presented as a
starting point and necessary background for loss modelling and temperature estimation. The chapter
then described the models realized for the two different power modules presented in the previous
chapter. The chapter ended with a presentation of edifying simulation results for the presented
models.

4.2.

OBJECTIVE FULFILMENT

The main objective of the project was to create a dynamic thermoelectric simulation model
for the FF1400R17IP4 IGBT power module that simulates the operating conditions of a braking
chopper for wind turbines. A complex ladder diagram that takes into consideration exact
dimensions of layers, materials and heat flow paths through the power module was realized and
presented. Its accuracy is validated through comparison with the foster network given in the
datasheet of the transistor. The model is also extended to implement the dynamic voltage drop of
the involved components.
Using the presented model, a simple and accurate estimator for junction temperature has
been configured. The use of it is justified by its need of only electrical parameters as input, in order
to estimate the instantaneous junction temperature of the analyzed device.
A test setup for single pulse short circuit testing of power modules was designed and
presented. The setup has the quality of being self-controlled, based on a monostable and fault
protection circuits.
The comparison between simulation results and measurements has not been presented due to
the fact that the setup construction was not finished until publishing date of the report.
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4.3.

FUTURE WORK

The project presented in this report opens attractive directions for continuing this study. At
first it should be stated that this thesis was focused on developing a novel thermal model that takes
into consideration reciprocal influence of electric and thermal parameters, with the use of limited
capability software. Therefore, improvements can be made to the presented models, to depict better
the heat flow through a power module and reach a better accuracy.
A second work direction that can be stated is the building of a demonstrator, in order to
study the accuracy of the presented models. For this, the second chapter of the thesis stands as a
significant guideline, as it presents the complete dimensioning of such a test setup.
Another interesting research direction opened by this thesis is the transient thermal analysis
of power modules that work under fast switching frequency and different load profiles. This is
attractive especially in the perspective of extending the model with degradation models, and realize
lifetime expectancy of devices subjected to stress.
Under the perspective of introduction of compact redundancy using temperature estimators
to rebuff the use of a power module right before its destruction, the implementation of the
estimators in control logic is wanted in the near future.
Estimators based on 2nd or bigger order curve fitting could be studied for a better accuracy.
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APPENDIX 1
400V / 25V DELTA-DELTA TRANSFORMER DATASHEET
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APPENDIX 2
DIODE POWER MODULE DATASHEET
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APPENDIX 3
1000 A 1700 V IGBT POWER MODULE DATASHEET
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APPENDIX 4
1400 A 1700 V IGBT POWER MODULE DATASHEET
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APPENDIX 5
ABB ES2000S CURRENT SENSOR DATASHEET
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APPENDIX 6
SCHEMATIC AND LAYOUT FOR VCE MEASUREMENT BOARD
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APPENDIX 7
LIST OF MATERIALS FROM PRIMEPACK3 POWER MODULE
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APPENDIX 8
SCHEMATIC AND LAYOUT OF CONTROL PCB
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